French crosswords

Jobs and professions
Jobs and professions (Easy 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across (horizontalement)
1. architect
4. a writer
5. actress
6. biochemist
7. manual worker
8. biologist

Down (verticalement)
2. (male) traffic warden
3. (female) translator

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Jobs and professions (Easy 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across (horizontalement)
2. photographer
4. (male) translator
5. psychologist
6. biologist
7. a writer

Down (verticalement)
1. executive
3. (female) translator

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Jobs and professions (Easy 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

**Across (horizontalement)**
4. teacher  
5. photographer  
6. psychologist  
7. (medical) doctor

**Down (verticalement)**
1. (male) traffic warden  
2. journalist  
3. engineer
Jobs and professions (Easy 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across (horizontalement)
1. biochemist
3. a writer
4. journalist
5. psychologist
6. guitarist
7. biologist

Down (verticalement)
2. (male) traffic warden

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Jobs and professions (Medium 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across (horizontalement)
4. state employee
7. (female) musician
9. advertising agent
10. estate agent
11. receptionist

Down (verticalement)
1. model
2. teacher
3. (male) translator
5. official
6. (female) police officer
8. engineer

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Jobs and professions (Medium 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across (horizontalement)
1. executive
3. artist
6. teacher
8. official
10. tour guide

Down (verticalement)
2. advertising agent
4. (female) IT worker
5. a (national) police officer
7. receptionist
9. a factory worker

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Jobs and professions (Medium 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across (horizontalement)
3. public sector worker
4. model
5. advertising agent
6. estate agent
7. receptionist
8. "white collar" worker
9. businessman

Down (verticalement)
1. tour guide
2. lawyer

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Jobs and professions (Medium 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across (horizontalement)
1. businesswoman
6. model
7. (female) musician
8. state employee
9. advertising agent
10. (male) IT worker
11. (male) police officer

Down (verticalement)
2. (medical) doctor
3. (female) IT worker
4. businessman
5. a (national) police officer

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Jobs and professions (Difficult 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across (horizontalement)
1. officer
3. engineer
8. teacher
12. actor
13. bilingual secretary
14. executive
15. official
16. (female) police officer

Down (verticalement)
2. businesswoman
4. tour guide
5. (female) IT worker
6. English teacher
7. advertising agent
9. estate agent
10. a (national) police officer
11. businessman

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Jobs and professions (Difficult 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across (horizontalement)
1. photographer
4. estate agent
7. architect
10. model
13. English teacher
14. (female) IT worker

Down (verticalement)
2. French teacher
3. businesswoman
5. biologist
6. tour guide
8. receptionist
9. (male) translator
11. a (national) police officer
12. (male) musician

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Jobs and professions (Difficult 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across (horizontalement)
5. receptionist
6. French teacher
10. businessman
11. bilingual secretary
12. advertising agent
13. "blue collar" worker
15. tour guide

Down (verticalement)
1. actor
2. actress
3. English teacher
4. businesswoman
7. executive
8. pianist
9. engineer
14. teacher

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
Jobs and professions (Difficult 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across (horizontalement)
1. chemist
3. lawyer
7. "blue collar" worker
8. teacher
12. customs official
13. bilingual secretary
14. (male) musician
15. executive

Down (verticalement)
2. businessman
4. advertising agent
5. tour guide
6. English teacher
9. a (national) police officer

10. receptionist
11. estate agent
16. official
17. accountant
18. biologist

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/